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Elect to stay focused on your goals – and
not the U.S. election noise
Spoiler alert – there are no predictions about the outcome of the 59th
quadrennial U.S. presidential election in this article. I figured that there are
enough experts out there making predictions that you do not need another one.
Instead, I will provide you with some perspective on the impact elections have
had on financial markets, both pre and post-elections. We should know by now
that nobody can consistently predict the future, and past performance doesn’t
guarantee future results. Yet we can observe that more often than not, the
direction of financial markets over a reasonable time period is less influenced
by who occupies the White House.
Over the last 70 years, one-year returns for the S&P 500 Index have been positive
more often than they have been negative following U.S. presidential elections. This
is irrespective of the ruling political party in any branch of the U.S. administration.
While policy does influence the direction of the economy at times, which can
impact financial markets, there are other drivers of financial markets. Innovation,
technological advancement, advancement of frontier and emerging markets, a
growing global workforce, improvements in health care that improve the quality
of our lives, etc. are all drivers of long-term growth in company earnings. In more
recent decades, we have also seen the proclivity of monetary policy tools used by
central banks as a major factor in the returns investors have come to expect. (But
that is a topic of a future Stu’s Views.)
Investors do not like uncertainty and risk, and perhaps selling down your stocks
and some bonds ahead of the U.S. election result seems like it would be a safe bet.
But as you’ll see in this article, just as there are always reasons to sell and stay in
cash, there are always reasons to buy and remain invested. And there is a risk to
sitting in cash as well – the opportunity cost and loss of purchasing power due to
inflation. As the election period comes to a close, certainty about who will control
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the White House will return investor
focus back to other matters at hand.
This may shift the investment focus
back to the coronavirus pandemic, and
the impact on economic growth and
what further policy implications may
have on future growth.
Time horizon matters, as does risk
tolerance and capacity. For an investor
with a long-term horizon, the events
in the coming months may have
minimal to no impact on their goals and
objectives. However, someone with a
relatively short time horizon may be
more interested and/or impacted by the
outcome as it relates to changes in tax
policy, for instance.
Finally, this article will touch on why
that we need to recognize that our own
emotions and behaviours can be our
own worst enemies as market volatility
increases.

How does Trump’s health affect
things?
At the time of writing, President
Trump was being treated for COVID-19
symptoms. While daily reports seem
to be mixed about the President’s
health condition, there is speculation
about what happens if Trump can no
longer carry on with the presidency,
or the election itself. This is all very
complicated based on whether
something were to happen pre-election,
or post-election. The U.S. congress has
the power to change the election date
under Article II of the Constitution, but
delaying the vote doesn’t seem like a
plausible outcome.
What happens if Trump can no longer
run for office? If he can no longer run
for President, the Republican national
party committee would step in. So,
before the election, under Republican
rules, the Republican National
Committee could reconvene the

national convention, although it’s hard
to imagine that being feasible. So more
likely, national committee members
would vote to elect a new nominee.
Vice-President Mike Pence would be
the obvious choice for Republicans,
although the GOP would also have to
pick a new vice-presidential nominee.

in 2016 was similarly viewed as “it’s
different this time.” I believe that
any tactical maneuvering ahead of
the election is potentially fraught
with forecast errors that could be
detrimental to long-term growth as we
outline in this paper.

What happens if Trump manages to
get elected on November 3, and then
cannot continue on? If he wins the
election and then something happens,
things get murkier, as it’s uncertain
how the result would work out in the
Electoral College. A lot might depend
on whether he is considered the
“president-elect.” If he is, it’s actually
pretty straightforward – the 20th
Amendment says the vice-presidentelect shall become president. But if it all
happened before the Electoral College
votes on December 14 or even before
Congress counts the electoral votes
on January 6, 2021, it’s not clear what
would happen next, as he might not be
considered the president-elect. There
is one instance of this happening – in
1872, Horace Greeley died on November
29, just before the Electoral College’s
December 4 gathering and most of his
66 electoral votes were split among
four alternate candidates (including
Greeley’s vice-presidential nominee,
Benjamin Gratz Brown). The outcome
didn’t matter as Greeley had already
lost to Republican President Ulysses S.
Grant.

Noise: Election results might not
be known on election night, or
the following day(s)

There are multiple scenarios which
could play out depending on a
multitude of factors. As we outline in
this article, U.S. elections are difficult
to predict. The COVID-19-related
circumstances heading into this
election are admittedly quite different
from prior elections. However, this
does not mean we should abandon
investment strategies and wealth plans
all together. In fact, the unprecedented
circumstance of Trump versus Clinton

Trying to figure out what is priced into
the market is a coin toss, at best, on
any given day. Historically, markets
tend not to discount election outcomes
before Labour Day. Each election period
has been met with similar commentary
such as “this time is different” or
“this is an election like no other.” I am
not ignoring the arguments in that
direction, and I do put some weight on
the probability of higher short-term
volatility in both equity and bond
markets. There may not be a winner
come November 4.
Yet to base an investment strategy
on this short-term noise is, frankly,
ridiculous and dangerous. Recall the
pundits and experts in 2016 leading up
to the U.S. election, who pretty much
guaranteed a Clinton win. And other
suggestions that a Trump victory would
see financial markets collapse. Those
“experts” were correct for about four
hours after Clinton conceded to Trump
as S&P 500 futures were down in early
trading hours. Yet, as quick as that,
equity markets in the U.S. and around
the world rebounded and did not look
back until February of this year. It would
have been detrimental to long-term
investors to pull out of the market on
the prospect or news of a Trump victory
in 2016. There was a lot of noise at that
time, but financial markets had already
looked through that noise and had their
eyes set on the signal for growth ahead
based on fundamental improvement in
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the economy and therefore businesses.
Reacting in the moment poses a real
and present danger – getting sucked
up in the latest market head fake
and missing out on any subsequent
rebound.
Generally speaking, financial markets
tend to be forward looking, complex,
adaptive systems that are not always
efficient at rationally pricing in news.
As a result, in the short term, emotion,
which can be irrational at times,
tends to dominate investor returns
(i.e., we over or under react to news).
But over the long term, it has been
the fundamentals of businesses that
tend to dominate investor returns, as
illustrated in Chart 1. Here we show that
over shorter periods of time, valuation
as depicted by the price-to-earnings,
or P/E, ratio for the S&P 500 dominates
the majority of the returns to investors.
Valuation can be influenced by a
number of factors, including sentiment
and emotion. As we look out over
holding periods beyond 6-12 months in
the chart, the contribution factor from
earnings per share (EPS) dominates
returns. So in the long term, company
fundamentals with EPS as a proxy, in
fact, tend to dominate returns.
Yet even if you have a shorter time
horizon than that depicted in the
chart above, which suggests you
should be concerned about volatility
ahead, consider Chart 2. Beyond the
short-term volatility that may result
from unexpected turns in the election
outcome or other events, returns in the
S&P 500 suggest that following periods
of heightened volatility, subsequent
one-year returns are attractive. This is
in part owing to the diversified sources
of revenue and profits beyond the U.S.
in the S&P 500 index, where just under
40% of revenue is derived from outside
of North America. Also, one could
argue that given the low interest rates

Chart 1. S&P 500 holding periods (return attribution for sentiment and
fundamentals)

Chart 2. One-year median returns for S&P 500 Index following market
drawdowns

available through investing in bonds
that the stock market remains the more
attractive option for most investors.
This argument – that there isn't really
any alternative to equities right now –
might support faster recoveries from
drawdowns, as depicted in Chart 2.
In the end, perhaps the best recipe for
loss avoidance is time. As time horizons

lengthen, the probability of losing
money may decline. Other asset classes
such as commodities do not possess
such characteristics as equities. Since
1929, instances of 10-year negative
returns for the S&P 500 have been
just 6%, versus 30% for commodities
(based on the benchmark West Texas
Intermediate crude oil prices).
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Chart 3. S&P 500 Index returns (pre- and post-election time periods)

Sources: FactSet, Wikipedia, RBC PH&N Investment Counsel. All returns time-weighted, based in US dollars, and do not include transaction costs, fees or tax. Non-annualized six-month, three-year and five-year returns. An investment
cannot be made directly into an index. Past performance is not a guarantee of future results.

Historical returns into and
following U.S. presidential
elections
To help support the argument that the
period leading up to the election, and
even the immediate period afterwards,
is more noise than it is signal, we’ve
gone back in time in Chart 3. We looked
at the price returns of the S&P 500
index one year before election day,
and the subsequent six-month, oneyear, three-year and five-year returns.
Admittedly, each election is focused
on a different set of issues facing
voters, and each election has taken
place in different economic and market
environments. Yet across 20 different
election periods since 1940, we can
glean some useful measures to help
keep us grounded in our approach as
short-term volatility likely increases.

As seen in Chart 3, the Nixon and
Carter eras in the 1970s were especially
difficult on S&P 500 investors given
the Western world was faced with
substantial petroleum shortages
coupled with elevated prices. The first
term for President G.W. Bush was also
a difficult period for S&P 500 investors
given the looming technology sector
crash. There is also little correlation
between the returns pre- and postelection periods. So trying to glean
some insight on how the market may
respond to the election outcome
based on performance leading up to
the election may not benefit investors.
The key take-away for readers in
Chart 3 would be that over the last 20
presidential elections, 60% of the time
the S&P 500 experienced a positive
one-year return, as well as positive
three-year and five-year returns, 85%
and 79% of the time, respectively.

A brief note on taxes and
infrastructure
Perhaps one of the more at-risk
issues for investors with this election
could be taxes. Generally speaking
the Democratic Party is more likely
than the Republican Party to increase
taxes on high-income individuals,
corporations, investors via higher
capital gains and dividend tax rates,
and target specific regulatory actions
within industries like health care,
energy and financial services. A Biden
win and a shift in power in the Senate
may contribute to short-term volatility
with an increased probability of higher
taxes. On the flip side, reports from
the Biden office regarding planned
investment in infrastructure and green
initiatives could prove to be a positive.
Yet this may not so be positive
for S&P 500 Index investors given
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exposures are more weighted toward
Information Technology and less
weighted in more cyclical companies.
This is an early shot at my conclusion
regarding diversification, so more to
come later.

Chart 4. There are always reasons to sell – S&P500 Index and negative
news headlines

Signal: Long-term markets grow
from earnings/economic growth
I’m not a value investor in the
traditional sense, yet I cannot help
but take a quote from the father of
value investing, Benjamin Graham.
He has said that in the short run,
the market is like a voting machine
– tallying up which firms are popular
and unpopular. But in the long run,
the market is like a weighing machine
– assessing the substance of a
company. This is great advice and
something we should think about. Yet
how can we remind ourselves of this
as we face the uncertainty and risks
ahead? Quotes don’t usually work –
human beings are visual creatures.
Luckily we have Chart 4 and Chart 5 to
help with this. There is always a new
set of worries in the market, and there
always seems to be reasons to sell
and move to cash.

Sources: FactSet, RBC PH&N Investment Counsel. Returns are based on the S&P 500 Index in U.S. dollars, non-annualized and time weighted returns
not including dividends, withholding taxes or fees. An investment cannot be made directly into an index. Past performance is not a guarantee of future
results. Time period March 1/09 through September 25/20.

Chart 5. There are always reasons to buy – S&P 500 Index and positive
news headlines

The key take-away from Charts 4 and
5 is that they’re exactly the same
charts with different news headlines
throughout.

Both charts are the same time period
and resulted in a compounded nonannualized return of 488% over the
period of March 2009 to September
2020. Despite the noise (good or
bad), the upward trend of the market
dominated over this time period,
owing to a number of factors including
innovation, workforce participation,
investment by both public and private

Sources: FactSet, RBC PH&N Investment Counsel. Returns are based on the S&P 500 Index in U.S. dollars, non-annualized and time weighted returns
not including dividends, withholding taxes or fees. An investment cannot be made directly into an index. Past performance is not a guarantee of future
results. Time period March 1/09 through September 25/20.
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sectors, and supportive monetary
policy by central banks. To be sure,
making a bet on any single piece of
news, or a headline is dangerous to
long-term wealth accumulation and
capital preservation.

assumes current performance will be
indicative of future performance (i.e.
the market has been going down into
the election, it will keep going down
after the election if the result is not
favourable).

Control what you can – your
behaviour

I’ve mentioned the concept of goalsbased investing in prior articles, and
believe that it is a great approach to
investing that has no market-timing
prerequisite whatsoever. Goal-based
investing typically removes the
questions above and replaces them
with a question like “What sort of
returns after fees, taxes and inflation
do I need to achieve my goal of ‘abc’
in ‘x’ years?” From here, discussions
with an RBC PH&N Investment
Counselor around your specific needs,
unique circumstances, risk tolerance
and capacity will further integrate
your goals and objectives into the
investment process.

As stated repeatedly in this article,
predicting the outcome and
subsequent market direction following
an election is futile at best. And for
investors with time on their side, the
outcome of the U.S. election has not
been a dominant factor for future
returns. Investors should instead be
focused on what they can control,
which is typically their own behaviour.
Asking questions like “Is it a good
time to invest?” or “What if the market
goes down after the election?” are
short-term questions. Behavioural
investing research has shown that
these are not so much the fear of
losing money, but the fear of looking
less than intelligent. The real risk in
this line of thinking is missing out on
the big, long-trend move for fear of
catching/avoiding the relatively shortterm moves in the market. Go back
to Charts 4 and 5 to make sure you
understand this point about the bigger
risk at hand.
One way to reduce the odds of
making the wrong decision at the
wrong time is being aware of your
natural tendencies toward bias and
framing. For example, you can avoid
“availability bias” by gathering news
from different sources, and by keeping
the news in historical perspective as
we’ve done in this article. In addition,
having a long-term perspective
will reduce “anchoring bias” which

To further reduce any tendencies
toward market-timing, ensuring
your portfolio is well diversified – by
asset class, by region/currency, by
manager and by investment style
is recommended. These are simple,
tried-and-true investment disciplines
that increase the odds in our favour
that whomever is occupying the White
House for the next four years will not
derail your wealth plan.
Be well,
Stu
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